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FRANCE IS UNDER HIGH PRESSURE AND GET PREPARED FOR THE 4TH ACT OF
YELLOW VESTS
89,000 MOBILIZED POLICE TO CONTAIN VIOLE

Paris, Washington DC, 06.12.2018, 23:30 Time

USPA NEWS - France is preparing for a dark day, Saturday, December 8, because the Yellow Vests keeps their next, protest against
President Macron and its reforms. Some call to protest at the Elysee, the Chateau where resides the President of the Republic
Emmanuel Macron and his wife. One of the spokespersons for yellow vests, Eric Drouet has called to go to the Elysee, because 'is the
symbol of the government. on a TV set of BFMTV, live last night.Since, on the social networks called them to the demonstrations
multiply on 12 strategic places of Paris, including the institutions of the Repique, namely, the Senate, the National Assembly, the
Elysee, and the Champs Elysee, battle, etc ...In the provinces also Yellow Vests for some demand the resignation of President
Macron, and the dissolution of the Assembly.

A REAL CONSTITUTIONAL CRISIS UNDER JACENTE TO READ IN THE MESSAGES OF YELLOW VESTS
There is in France a real constitutional crisis that adds to the social crisis, linked to the claims of the Yellow Vests. Indeed, they
demand an improvement in their purchasing power, because workers are "poor" despite their wages, because of too many taxes and
added to inflation in France too high, with no increase in the minimum wage (SMIC) since a drawing. These why they scraped an
increase in the SMIC and reinstatement of the ISF (Tax Sir Fortune that was removed by the current government and could have
reported € 3.5 billion to the state coffers. In addition the Yellow Vests, claim a message more and more clear behind the claims
concerning the French government, and wishes participative Citizen Assises.

The Yellow Vests, which maintain their movement while hardening themselves, become more and more angry and tired but more and
more determined and mobilized, because of the decline of the government having announced the suppression of the Carbon Tax, the
light increase in the minimum wage (from 1188 € to 1210 € in January 2019). To this is added another anger that is directly related to
the style of President Macron, that they deem "too scornful" too "close to the rich" too "arrogant" and "not emphatic enough towards the
people", and ask outright his resignation ...----------------------------------------------------
This is still not enough because the Vests Young consider that the government makes fun of them and gives them "crumbs" and have
installed tents, guipes of food and refrigerators, and heating close to the Round Points in the part of the big cities near shopping malls,
preventing and / or curbing people from going shopping ... They say they can stay until Easter .. 'if they need it and talk about the
neural May 68, or even the new Revolution Fracasse bis 1789 ... In short the movement is hardened and public opinion is on the side
of the Yellow Vests 78% unlike the Government whose popularity rating of President Macron reaches% to 18% according Odoxa polls
recent, since the Yellow Vests crisis.
The President of the Republic has announced that he will speak at the beginning of next week ... Pending the Act 4 is the 4th Saturday
of general challenge of Yellow Vests with a device outside the norms of the Greek order to avoid the extreme violence experienced by
pAris and other French city guardians, on Saturday 1st December last. .To be continued“¦

PARIS WILL BE ALMOST CLOSED ON 14 STRATEGIC POINTS SATURDAY 8 DECEMBER AND 8000 POLICE AND
GENDARMS

In Paris, the 8th and 16th arrondissements (around Arc de Triomphe and Champs Elysées) will be almost firm (Trade farms, a dozen
museums farms), as well as planned events are canceled as the Telethon, football game. As for the animations of Christmas,
illuminations this year, are also canceled. Paris looks sad and afraid of the side also tourists see. A large part of the travel agencies
and Tour operator, recorded cascades of cancellations for the violists of Paris for the end-of-year celebrations, being given the
atmosphere "civil guerilla" which reigns at the moment and this since three weeks already“¦.
The President of the Republic Macron, has not spoken since last week, and the Yellow Waistcoats ask him to receive them before
Saturday, December 8. ... They consider his silence and / or his absence of televised speech as a affront and contempt.
Police officers have been tired and exhausted for the past three weeks, because the week ends of violence have followed one another



since November 17th, and since yesterday and today the Lycées, who have unleashed such unprecedented violence, has also
fatigued them . Indeed, today, 200 high schools in France have broken out in violent demonstrations against the "reform of the
Parcours Sup" voted by the current government and according to which, they reproach a "selection of the elite and inegalitarian face
candidates from circles of the middle class ".
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